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FOREWORD 
As part of the Hours-of-Service of Drivers Final Rule, published on December 27, 2011, with a 
compliance date of July 1, 2013, if commercial motor vehicle (CMV) drivers choose to use a 
provision allowing “restart” of the 60- or 70-hour duty-cycle limit, they are required to include at 
least two nighttime periods (from 1 a.m. until 5 a.m., based on the home terminal time zone if the 
restart takes place in a time zone that differs from the driver’s home terminal) in their restart 
breaks in order to have sufficient time for sleep recuperation. Drivers who end their duty cycle 
between 1 a.m. and 7 p.m. must extend their 34-hour restart break by 1 or more hours to be 
compliant with this new restart rule. Under the auspices of the Federal Motor Carrier Safety 
Administration (FMCSA), as mandated by Congress through the Moving Ahead for Progress in 
the 21st Century Act (MAP-21), a naturalistic field study was conducted between January and 
July 2013 to examine the efficacy of the new restart rule.  

This technical report presents the design, methods, research findings, and conclusions of the field 
study. The most important and statistically significant finding was that when drivers had only 
one nighttime period in their restart break, they showed greater levels of objectively and 
subjectively measured fatigue than when they had two or more nighttime periods in their restart 
break. The finding provides evidence in support of the efficacy of the new restart rule in 
mitigating driver fatigue.  

This technical report may be of interest to policy makers, regulators, and anyone else interested 
in fatigue and its management in commercial motor vehicle operations and other modes of 
transportation. 

 
NOTICE 

This document is disseminated under the sponsorship of the U.S. Department of Transportation 
(USDOT) in the interest of information exchange. The U.S. Government assumes no liability for 
its contents or the use of the information contained in this document. The contents of this report 
reflect the views of the contractor, who is responsible for the accuracy of the data presented 
herein. The contents do not necessarily reflect the official policy of the USDOT. This report does 
not constitute a standard, specification, or regulation. 

The U.S. Government does not endorse products or manufacturers named herein. Trademarks or 
manufacturers’ names appear in this report only because they are considered essential to the 
objective of this report. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The objective of this research project was to examine the efficacy of the new restart rule 
promulgated as part of the Hours of Service of Drivers Final Rule, published on December 27, 
2011, with a compliance date of July 1, 2013. Under the new restart rule, if commercial motor 
vehicle (CMV) drivers choose to use a provision allowing “restart” of the 60- or 70-hour duty-
cycle limit, they are required to include at least two nighttime periods (from 1 a.m. until 5 a.m., 
based on the home terminal time zone if the restart takes place in a time zone that differs from 
the driver’s home terminal) in their restart breaks to allow sufficient opportunity for sleep 
recuperation before beginning another duty cycle. To investigate the efficacy of this new rule, a 
naturalistic field study was conducted (before the compliance date) to assess fatigue in drivers 
working their normal schedules and performing their normal duties. During this study, 
researchers performed a comparison of driver fatigue between duty cycles preceded by a restart 
break with only one nighttime period versus duty cycles preceded by a restart break with two or 
more nighttime periods.  

Researchers conducted a naturalistic field study (from January until July 2013) with drivers 
whose duty schedules used the restart provisions of the previous hours-of-service (HOS) 
regulations. A total of 106 CMV drivers (100 men, 6 women; ages 24–69) completed the study. 
These drivers were studied during two duty cycles and during the intervening restart break. Their 
commercial driving experience ranged from less than a year to more than 39 years with a mean 
of 12.4 years. The drivers represented various types of trucking operations and included 44 local 
drivers, 26 regional drivers, and 36 over-the-road drivers.  

Participating drivers provided a total of 1,260 days of data and drove a total of 414,937 miles 
during this field study. The drivers’ electronic duty logs were used to identify the periods when 
they were on duty and when they were driving and to define their duty cycles and restart breaks. 
Wrist activity monitors measured drivers’ sleep/wake patterns. Drivers’ fatigue levels were 
measured three times per day by means of a Psychomotor Vigilance Test (PVT) and by means of 
subjective sleepiness scores. A truck-mounted lane tracking system measured lane deviation 
(variability in lateral lane position).  

Comparisons were made between the 24-hour profiles of duty, driving, sleep, PVT performance, 
subjective sleepiness scores, and lane deviation in duty cycles preceded by a restart break 
containing only one nighttime period versus duty cycles preceded by a restart break containing 
two or more nighttime periods. In duty cycles preceded by a restart break with only one 
nighttime period, drivers showed more nighttime-oriented duty and driving patterns and more 
daytime-oriented sleep patterns than in duty cycles preceded by a restart break with two or more 
nighttime periods. During duty cycles preceded by a restart break with only one nighttime 
period, drivers also exhibited more lapses of attention on the PVT and more variability in lateral 
lane position, and they reported greater subjective sleepiness. Key findings of the study are 
summarized in Table 1 below. 

These results indicate that having at least two nighttime periods from 1 a.m. until 5 a.m. in the 
restart break helps to mitigate fatigue. These results are consistent with earlier, laboratory-based 
studies of the restart break, and constitute further evidence in support of the efficacy of the new 
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restart rule. Given that driver fatigue has been documented to be a risk factor for truck crashes, 
the new restart rule can thus be expected to help improve safety on U.S. roads.  

Table 1. Key findings of the naturalistic field study.  

Outcome Measure Summary of Differences between Study Conditions 
Lapses of attention (primary 
fatigue measure): significant 
difference between conditions 
(see Figure 9) 

Drivers exhibited more lapses of attention, especially at night, during duty cycles 
preceded by a restart break with only one nighttime period, as compared to a restart 
break with two or more nighttime periods. 

Subjective sleepiness: 
significant difference 
between conditions (see 
Figure 12) 

Drivers reported greater sleepiness, especially towards the end of their duty periods, 
during duty cycles preceded by a restart break with only one nighttime period, as 
compared to a restart break with two or more nighttime periods. 

Lane deviation: significant 
difference between conditions 
(see Figure 11) 

Drivers showed increased lane deviation (i.e., more variability in lateral lane 
position) at night and in the morning and afternoon (but not in the evening) during 
duty cycles preceded by a restart break with only one nighttime period, as 
compared to a restart break with two or more nighttime periods.  

Sleep: significant difference 
between conditions (see 
Figure 7) 

Sleep occurred predominantly during the day in duty cycles preceded by a restart 
break with only one nighttime period, and predominantly at night in duty cycles 
preceded by a restart break with two or more nighttime periods. 

On duty: significant 
difference between conditions 
(see Figure 5) 

Time spent on duty occurred predominantly at night in duty cycles preceded by a 
restart break with only one nighttime period, whereas it was more evenly 
distributed across the hours of the day in duty cycles preceded by a restart break 
with two or more nighttime periods.  

Driving: significant 
difference between conditions 
(see Figure 6) 

Time spent driving was greater and occurred more typically at night in duty cycles 
preceded by a restart break with only one nighttime period, as compared to a restart 
break with two or more nighttime periods.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

The Hours-of-Service (HOS) regulations for property-carrying commercial motor vehicle 
(CMV) drivers that were in effect until June 30, 2013, prescribed the following:  

• Drivers may drive 11 hours within a 14-hour non-extendable window after coming on 
duty following 10 consecutive hours off duty.  

• Drivers may not drive after 60/70 hours on duty in the most recent 7/8 days.  

• Drivers may restart a duty cycle after taking a restart break of 34 or more consecutive 
hours off duty (commonly referred to as the 34-hour restart rule).  

Under the new restart rule that went into effect on July 1, 2013, if CMV drivers choose to use a 
provision allowing “restart” of the 60- or 70-hour duty-cycle limit, they are required to include at 
least two nighttime periods (from 1 a.m. until 5 a.m.) in their restart breaks. The previous, 
optional restart provision, which is known as the 34-hour restart rule, provided drivers with at 
least 34 hours to recuperate following a duty cycle, and thereby mitigated the build-up of fatigue 
across duty cycles. However, based on neurobiology,(1) fatigue would be expected to build up 
more rapidly across duty cycles in nighttime drivers than in daytime drivers. Furthermore, 
fatigue would be expected to dissipate less effectively during 34-hour restart breaks for nighttime 
drivers, which include only one biological night (versus two biological nights for daytime 
drivers).  

These issues were the focus of two laboratory studies, conducted from 2008–2010, which set out 
to determine the efficacy of the 34-hour restart rule in nighttime versus daytime duty 
schedules.(2,3) The two studies provided evidence that relative to a daytime duty schedule, a 
nighttime duty schedule is associated with reduced amounts of sleep, degraded performance on a 
range of objective performance tasks, increased subjective sleepiness, and less efficacy of a 34-
hour restart break to prevent build-up of impairment across duty cycles.(4,5) These effects were 
mitigated by extending the restart break to include a second biological night.(6) Thus, researchers 
concluded that a restart period containing two biological nights (as opposed to one biological 
night) could improve the efficacy of the restart period for nighttime driving operations, yielding 
increased opportunity for sleep recuperation and thereby greater potential for recovery from 
fatigue before another duty cycle begins. 

The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) published the Hours of Service of 
Drivers Final Rule on December 27, 2011.(7) The new regulations, which went into effect on July 
1, 2013, require CMV drivers who wish to use the restart provision (i.e., who wish to exceed the 
60/70 hours in 7/8 days limit) to take a break with at least two nighttime periods, defined as 
periods from 1 a.m. until 5 a.m. (based on the time zone for their home terminal). Drivers who 
end their duty cycle between 1 a.m. and 7 p.m. must extend their 34-hour restart break by 1 or 
more hours to be compliant with this new restart rule. For study purposes, any off-duty period of 
34 or more consecutive hours was considered to be a restart period. A duty cycle was any period 
of on-duty time between restart periods.  
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To examine the real-world efficacy of the new restart rule, Congress charged FMCSA to conduct 
a field study, as mandated through the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act 
(MAP-21), which was signed into law on July 6, 2012.(8) MAP-21 specifically required the field 
study to be representative of drivers affected by the maximum driving time requirements and to 
be methodologically consistent with the above-mentioned laboratory studies and an ongoing 
field study called the “Scheduling and Fatigue Recovery Project.” FMCSA thus procured a 
contract to conduct a naturalistic field study meeting these criteria.  

The current report describes the design, methods, research findings, and conclusions of this 
naturalistic study. The study measured sleep, reaction time performance, sleepiness, and driving 
performance across two duty cycles and the intervening restart break in a total of 106 CMV 
drivers. Data were collected over a total of 30,241 hours (25,185 hours during duty cycles and 
5,056 hours during restart breaks), yielding 1,814,460 one-minute data points used for analysis. 
Researcher made a total of 3,169 assessments of reaction time performance and subjective 
sleepiness, and they recorded multiple driving measures across a total of 8,049 hours and 
414,937 miles of driving.  

The restart breaks of the 106 participating drivers broke down as follows:  

• 20 drivers had a restart break with only 1 nighttime period preceding both recorded duty 
cycles.  

• 5 drivers had a restart break with only 1 nighttime period preceding their first duty cycle 
and a restart break with two or more nighttime periods preceding their second duty cycle.  

• 26 drivers had a restart break with 2 or more nighttime periods preceding their first duty 
cycle and a restart break with only 1 nighttime period preceding their second duty cycle.  

• 55 drivers had a restart break with 2 or more nighttime periods preceding both duty 
cycles.  

1.2 PROJECT TASKS 

The following tasks were completed for this project: 

Task 1: Kick-off meeting and development of draft detailed work plan. 
The research team wrote a draft work plan providing details for each of the project tasks. A peer 
review team consisting of independent experts in the area was constituted by FMCSA in 
cooperation with the researchers to review the scientific aspects of the study. A kick-off meeting 
was held on October 16, 2012 to review and address key elements of the draft work plan with 
FMCSA personnel, VTTI representation, and the peer review team. The researchers provided an 
overview of the project, the background literature, the planned strategies for driver recruitment 
and data collection, the timeline, and the peer review process. Based on feedback received during 
the kick-off meeting, the research team adjusted and resubmitted the plan. The draft detailed 
work plan was approved on November 1, 2012. 
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Task 2: Finalize project work plan. 
The research team worked with the FMCSA and the peer review team to develop the final work 
plan for each stage of the project. The plan included potential literature review sources, detailed 
data collection and statistical analysis plans, project milestones, and target completion dates. The 
final work plan was submitted to FMCSA on November 17, 2012. 

Task 3: Obtain Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval. 
The research team was required to obtain approval from the IRB before starting the field 
research on human subjects. The research team submitted a study protocol to the IRB at 
Washington State University and received approval on November 20, 2012. Additionally, the 
research team applied for and received (on January 9, 2013) a certificate of confidentiality from 
the Department of Health and Human Services.  

Task 4: Secure participation by recruited carriers. 
Per the contract agreement, the research team was required to recruit at least two carriers to 
participate in the field study. Three carriers agreed to participate in the study. Researchers held 
separate briefings with each of these carriers between December 2012 and February 2013. 

Task 5: Literature review. 
The research team updated the literature reviews conducted for the earlier laboratory studies, 
with a particular emphasis on the following:  

• New studies regarding the need for recovery from fatigue and the efficacy of the 34-hour 
restart. 

• Significant findings from international research relating to commercial vehicle driver 
fatigue.  

• Significant findings relating to driver fatigue and safety and the need for an adequate 
recovery period published in more general domestic and international sources.  

The update is included in the present report. 

Task 6: Conduct carrier focused field study. 
The research team conducted a naturalistic field study with drivers whose duty schedules used 
the restart provision of the HOS regulations. The research team was required to complete (at a 
minimum) the following tasks:  

• Follow drivers through at least two duty cycles to document changes in performance pre-
restart versus post-restart.  

• Compare daytime and nighttime drivers to themselves and each other in a mixed within- 
and between-subjects design focused on the number of nighttime periods in the restart 
break. 
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• Measure sleep/wake patterns through continuous wrist activity monitoring, and measure 
performance on a Psychomotor Vigilance Test (PVT) at least twice daily using a portable 
PVT device.  

• Record key driving performance metrics (such as lane deviation and speed) using on-
board equipment installed in drivers’ trucks by the research team.  

Four research assistants staffed the study onsite and communicated with the participating drivers 
daily. Researchers issued the following pieces of equipment during the study:  

• 28 wrist activity monitors for sleep/wake recordings.  

• 28 smartphones for administration of the PVT, fatigue and sleepiness scales, and 
sleep/wake/caffeine logs. Smartphone calling was disabled, and test administration was 
blocked while driving.  

• 26 data acquisition systems. Researchers installed these systems in trucks dedicated by 
the carriers to the study and in independent contractors’ trucks. These systems recorded 
vehicle parameters and driving performance metrics continuously.  

The current report describes the study design, methodology, analyses, results, and conclusions of 
the field study in detail. 

Task 7: Progress monitoring and reporting. 
To ensure close oversight by stakeholders and timely completion of the study, the researchers 
provided study stakeholders with weekly e-mail reports on driver recruitment and biweekly e-
mail reports on overall study progress. Additionally, the research team held monthly 
teleconference meetings with the study stakeholders, as well as quarterly in-person project 
meetings.  

Task 8: Data reduction and analysis. 
Statistical testing involved a within- and between-subjects comparison of duty status, driving, 
sleep, and fatigue measures as a function of whether duty cycles were preceded by a restart break 
with only one nighttime period (1 a.m.–5 a.m.) or by a restart break with two or more nighttime 
periods. Statistical analyses employed state-of-the-art mixed-effects methodology(9) as used in 
the earlier laboratory studies and in the “Scheduling and Fatigue Recovery Project” referred to in 
MAP-21. 

Task 9: Submit preliminary report. 
Preliminary reporting on the study findings occurred during two teleconferences with study 
stakeholders on August 28, 2013 and September 12, 2013. The research team submitted a 
preliminary technical report on the study to FMCSA on September 17, 2013.  

Task 10: Submission and peer review of draft final report. 
The draft final report was sent to FMCSA representation and to the peer review team on 
September 21, 2013. In the subsequent days, the research team addressed comments and 
suggestions received from the peer review team.   
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Task 11: Submission of final report. 
The final, Section 508-compliant technical report was submitted to FMCSA representation on 
September 26, 2013. Additionally, researchers met with FMCSA on October 15, 2013, to present 
the study findings. 

1.3 LITERATURE REVIEW 

As part of this project, the researcher team was asked to update literature reviews previously 
conducted for the earlier laboratory studies on the restart break, with emphasis on recent studies 
regarding the need for recovery from fatigue and the efficacy of the 34-hour restart; significant 
findings from international research relating to commercial vehicle driver fatigue; and significant 
findings relating to driver fatigue and safety and the need for an adequate recovery period from 
more general domestic and international sources. This section contains the literature review 
update, focusing on research published in the last 5 years and starting with a summary of the 
findings of the earlier laboratory studies on the restart break. 

In the first laboratory study on the restart break,(10) 27 healthy volunteers were studied in a 
“worst case/best case” within- and between-groups comparison of two 5-day (14-hours/day) 
simulated duty cycles separated by a 34-hour restart break. Half the sample was randomized to 
the “best case” condition, which entailed daytime wakefulness (and nighttime sleep) throughout 
the study. The other half was randomized to the “worst case” condition, which entailed nighttime 
wakefulness (and daytime sleep) during the two 5-day duty cycles, while transitioning back to a 
daytime schedule during the 34-hour restart break. Performance on a variety of neurobehavioral 
tasks and on a high-fidelity driving simulator was measured throughout the study.  

The primary outcome measure of the study was the number of lapses of attention on a PVT. In 
the “best case” condition, average PVT performance in the 5-day duty cycle after the 34-hour 
restart break was the same as that in the 5-day duty cycle before the 34-hour restart, indicating 
that the restart break was efficacious at maintaining performance in the “best case” condition. In 
the “worst case” condition, however, average PVT performance in the 5-day duty cycle after the 
34-hour restart was impaired relative to performance in the 5-day duty cycle before the 34-hour 
restart, indicating that the restart break was not efficacious at maintaining performance in the 
“worst case” condition (see Figure 1). The “worst case” condition also displayed a progressive 
increase in lane deviation on the high-fidelity driving simulator over the hours of the night. 
These objective observations of performance impairment were not reflected in subjective 
measures of sleepiness and mood, which inaccurately suggested that some adaptation to the 
“worst case” condition would occur.  
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Figure 1. Graph. Primary result of the first laboratory study of the restart break.(11) The graph 
shows lapses on a 10-minute Psychomotor Vigilance Test (PVT) as a function of time of day, 
collapsed over 5-day simulated duty cycles before and after a 34-hour restart break in a 
laboratory study. Volunteers were randomized either to a “best case” condition, which entailed 
daytime wakefulness (and nighttime sleep) throughout the study, or a “worst case” condition, 
which entailed nighttime wakefulness (and daytime sleep) during the two 5-day duty cycles, while 
transitioning back to a daytime schedule during the 34-hour restart break. Times of day in the 
graph are through the day (9:05 a.m.–6:55 p.m.) for the “best case” condition and through the 
night (9:05 p.m.–6:55 a.m.) for the “worst case” condition. Error bars indicate standard error of 
the mean.  

Despite equal durations of sleep opportunity in the two study conditions, subjects in the “worst 
case” condition did not manage to get enough sleep because of the daytime placement of sleep 
periods. Perhaps due to transitioning back to a normal nighttime sleep schedule during the 34-
hour restart break, the restart intervention was not efficacious at mitigating the sleep loss and 
consequent performance impairment in the “worst case” condition. The study findings 
highlighted the importance of considering circadian effects on sleep and performance in HOS 
regulations.(12) 

The second laboratory study on the restart break(13) investigated whether extending the restart 
break so that it included two biological nights would increase its efficacy at mitigating 
impairment in the “worst case” condition. For operational purposes of the study, a 58-hour restart 
break was implemented because this allowed the opportunity for two full nights of sleep while 
transitioning back to a daytime schedule. The study design was otherwise the same as that of the 
“worst case” condition in the first laboratory study, and 12 healthy volunteers were studied. 

The primary outcome measure of the study was again the number of lapses of attention on the 
PVT. Average PVT performance in the 5-day duty cycle after the restart break was not 
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significantly different from that in the 5-day duty cycle before the restart break, indicating that 
the restart break with two biological nights was efficacious at maintaining performance. The 
restart break with two biological nights was also efficacious with respect to other outcome 
measures, including lane deviation on the high-fidelity driving simulator, although some residual 
performance impairment remained for these measures after the restart break.  

Secondary analyses comparing the results of the second laboratory study to those of the first 
laboratory study indicated that, in the context of nighttime duty schedules, the restart break with 
two biological nights constituted an improvement compared to the restart break with only one 
biological night (see Figure 2). The extra sleep opportunity offered by the second biological 
night appeared to be responsible for this improvement.  
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Figure 2. Graph. Primary result of the second laboratory study of the restart break,(14) plotted on 
top of that of the first laboratory study (cf. Figure 1). The graph shows lapses on a 10-minute 
PVT as a function of time of day, collapsed over 5-day simulated duty cycles before and after a 
restart break in a laboratory study. In the second laboratory study, volunteers were assigned to a 
“worst case” condition, which entailed nighttime wakefulness (and daytime sleep) during the two 
5-day duty cycles, while transitioning back to a daytime schedule during restart break. In the 
second laboratory study, the restart break was extended from 34 hours to 58 hours to include a 
second biological night. This helped to mitigate performance impairment in the duty cycle after 
the restart break. Times of day in the graph are through the day (9:05 a.m.–6:55 p.m.) for the 
“best case” condition and through the night (9:05 p.m.–6:55 a.m.) for the “worst case” conditions. 
Error bars indicate standard error of the mean.  

The findings of these two laboratory studies of the restart break(15,16) informed the rulemaking 
with regard to the new restart rule in the Hours of Service of Drivers Final Rule.(17) An important 
question that remained was whether the findings from the laboratory research would translate to 
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CMV operations in the field. A related question was whether nighttime drivers in the real world 
tend to transition back to a daytime waking and nighttime sleeping schedule during their restart 
break, as had been assumed in the “worst case” conditions of the two laboratory studies.  

Other research relevant to fatigue and performance in CMV drivers during the last 5 years 
includes a naturalistic truck driving study conducted by the Virginia Tech Transportation 
Institute (VTTI).(18,19,20) In this study, 103 CMV drivers were followed during their regular 
revenue-producing runs, while driving a truck equipped with a data acquisition system, over a 
period of approximately 4 weeks. Average duty days included 66 percent driving, 23 percent 
non-driving duty (including 4 percent heavy work such as loading/unloading), and 11 percent 
resting. Driver performance was examined by the occurrence of safety-critical events, which 
included crashes, near-crashes, crash-relevant conflicts, and unintentional lane deviations. It was 
found that the risk of safety-critical events increased as a function of time driving in interaction 
with time on duty, with both factors contributing to increased risk. The risk of safety-critical 
events increased if most of the driving time was placed late rather than early in the duty period. 
A break from driving was found to result in a reduction in the risk of safety-critical events of up 
to 50 percent during the hour following the break, with this benefit increasing if the driver was 
off duty during the break.  

Another naturalistic study involved 32 long-haul livestock transport truck drivers operating in 
remote regions of Australia.(21) For a period of 2 weeks, drivers wore wrist activity monitors to 
measure sleep, and they logged the timing of duty, driving and sleep, as well as the location of 
sleep bouts (at home, in a depot, or in their sleeper berth). Results indicated that drivers slept an 
average of 6.1 hours per 24 hours, with the majority of sleep occurring at night, although drivers 
occasionally took daytime naps as well. Consistent with their operational demands, drivers most 
often slept in their sleeper berths. Differences in sleep across locations appeared to be marginal, 
although sleeping at home was associated with earlier bedtimes and 52 minutes more sleep per 
day on average.  

Several analyses of FMCSA’s Large Truck Crash Causation Study appeared recently.(22,23,24) 
Crash data were collected from 24 collection sites in 17 different States in the period from 2001–
2003. Analyzed crashes included a truck with a weight rating of 10,000 pounds or more and a 
fatality or injury. In total, the database included 963 crashes, involving 1,123 large trucks, 959 
non-truck motor vehicles, 251 fatalities, and 1,408 injuries. Fatigue was found to be a 
contributing factor in 13 percent of cases and more frequently in single-vehicle lane departure 
crashes. Fatigue-relevant factors such as early morning driving, extended time awake, and prior 
sleep deprivation were associated with single-vehicle crashes, more so than with multi-vehicle 
crashes. Fatigue was not independently a significant predictor of injury severity, but may have 
played a role indirectly through time of day, as crashes occurring between 7:30 p.m. and 5:30 
a.m. were generally more severe.  

Evidence is accumulating that obesity is associated with driver fatigue and safety-critical events. 
In the VTTI study described above, 53.4 percent of participating drivers were classified as obese 
based on their body mass index (BMI). Relative to non-obese drivers, obese drivers (with a BMI 
of 30 or more) were found to be 1.22 to 1.69 times more likely to be fatigued based on camera 
image-derived percentage of eyelid closure (PERCLOS) and ratings of drowsiness by trained 
observers. Furthermore, compared to non-obese drivers, obese drivers had a 1.37 times greater 
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risk of being involved in a safety-critical event, and they were 1.99 times more likely to be 
fatigued while involved in an at-fault safety-critical incident.(25) In another study of the 
relationship between BMI and crash risk in truck drivers, 744 study participants were recruited 
while they were training for their commercial driver’s license and then followed prospectively on 
the job for 2 years. After controlling for demographics and cumulative miles driven, 
considerably obese drivers (with a BMI of 35 or more) were found to have a significantly higher 
crash risk ratio (1.55) than non-obese drivers.(26) 

The role of obesity in driver fatigue is probably mediated by and perhaps even synergistic with 
obstructive sleep apnea, for which obesity is a significant risk factor.(27) Obstructive sleep apnea 
has been shown to have a high prevalence among CMV drivers. One study conducted under the 
auspices of the FMCSA reported the prevalence to be 28 percent.(28) In the general population, 
the prevalence of obstructive sleep apnea is also high, but not nearly as much. A study of 602 
employed men and women aged 30–60 years found it to be 2 percent in women and 4 percent in 
men.(29) 

In a questionnaire study in a sample of 476 truck drivers conducted in Belgium,(30) daytime 
sleepiness was found to be common and predicted by risk for obstructive sleep apnea. The 
FMCSA Medical Review Board has long recommended that CMV drivers undergo testing for 
obstructive sleep apnea if they are found to be at risk based on a particular questionnaire or if 
they have a BMI of 30 or greater. In recent years, a number of carriers have implemented large-
scale screening and treatment programs for obstructive sleep apnea,(31) with preliminary findings 
indicating beneficial effects on driver alertness and safety. 

Other modes of transportation have seen a surge in fatigue research in recent years. A series of 
studies conducted under the auspices of the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) has 
documented a systematic relationship between nighttime and/or unpredictable work hours and 
increased fatigue, and between fatigue exposure (i.e., magnitude and duration) and accident risk 
and cost, in train and engine (T&E) employees, maintenance-of-way employees, signalmen, and 
dispatchers.(32,33) Railroad workers were reported to sleep less than 7 hours per night on average 
on duty days, but longer on days off. The prevalence of sleep disorders such as obstructive sleep 
apnea was found to be high (7.4 percent), yet almost all (97.6 percent) received treatment.  

Using a mathematical model predicting fatigue on the basis of sleep/wake/duty schedules, it was 
shown that railroad accidents related to human factors, but not other types of railroad accidents, 
tend to follow the predicted time course of fatigue over time.(34,35) Accident risk was found to 
increase with both the magnitude of predicted fatigue and the duration of exposure. Accident 
codes that were consistent with fatigue were seen when predicted fatigue levels were high, and 
accident costs went up steeply with greater predicted fatigue. Railroad workers who consistently 
had night shifts experienced more accidents attributable to human factors (presumably due to 
fatigue) than other employees (27 percent versus 37 percent).  

Sleep and fatigue have also been a topic of substantial research in commercial aviation in the last 
5 years. Specific foci included ultra-long-range flight schedules,(36,37) regional airline 
operations,(38,39) in-flight sleep,(40,41) sleep during layovers,(42,43) fatigue countermeasures,(44,45) 
and fatigue risk management systems.(46,47) Most of this research was focused on pilots, but there 
were also studies on flight attendants(48) and air traffic controllers.(49) 
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A running theme in sleep and fatigue research across modes of transportation, in other industries, 
and in the military is that of duty schedules causing temporal conflict with the neurobiology of 
circadian (i.e., 24-hour) rhythms and sleep regulation, resulting in sleep curtailment and 
fatigue.(50) This highlights the criticality of both the timing and duration of off-duty periods for 
sleep recuperation such as restart breaks, as has also been shown in the laboratory.(51,52,53) 
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2. METHODS 

2.1 STUDY PROCEDURES 

A total of 106 CMV drivers completed the study between January 2013 and July 2013. The 
objective of the study was to compare fatigue between duty cycles preceded by a restart break 
with only one nighttime period (1 a.m.–5 a.m.) versus duty cycles preceded by a restart break 
with two or more nighttime periods. Every driver contributed data from two duty cycles, and 
since this was a naturalistic study, the number of nighttime periods in the restart break preceding 
each duty cycle varied and could be either the same or different for each driver.  

At the end of the restart break preceding the first recorded duty cycle, each participating driver 
met with a research assistant. During those meetings, research assistants explained the study 
procedures, and each driver gave written, informed consent. Research assistants informed drivers 
that study participation would not affect their employment or their relationship with their carrier 
in any way. Additionally, research assistants informed participants that any personal data 
collected during the study would be kept strictly confidential and would not be shared outside of 
the research team. 

Research assistants provided every driver with a smartphone to use for entering sleep/wake logs, 
recording caffeine use, testing reaction time performance on the PVT, and reporting subjective 
sleepiness during the study. Figure 3 shows a picture of one of the displays presented by the 
smartphone software, as seen by the drivers. The smartphone was set up with keypad and screen 
touch sounds off, display brightness at maximum, automatic screen rotation off, and power-
saving mode disabled. Smartphone features such as calling and texting were disabled, and the 
PVT application was blocked while the truck was in motion. The research assistant made sure 
that drivers were familiar with the operation of the smartphone. Research assistants also 
supervised drivers as they practiced the PVT, instructing them to give their best effort on the task 
every time. 

 
Figure 3. Image. Illustration of an example display presented by the smartphone 
software to begin reaction time testing on the PVT or to log sleep. 
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Research assistants also provided every driver with a wrist activity monitor. Drivers were asked 
to wear their wrist activity monitors continuously throughout the study. Finally, each driver was 
assigned a truck that was equipped with a data acquisition system. An example of how the data 
acquisition system was installed is shown in Figure 4.  

 

Accelerometer 

Cellular modem 

Power supply 

DAS computer 

J1939 connection 

 
Figure 4. Image. Black-and-white image of a data acquisition system mounted into 
the engine compartment of a truck.   

Each driver participated in the study through two consecutive duty cycles and the intervening 
restart break. During the study, drivers performed their normal driving and duty tasks and 
managed their schedules and restart breaks naturalistically. While drivers were driving, the truck-
based data acquisition systems continuously recorded a range of vehicle parameters and driving 
performance metrics; these data were encrypted and transmitted to a secure computer server via 
cellular network.  

Three times per day, drivers took a 3-minute PVT on the smartphone: once immediately before 
starting a duty day, once during a break about halfway through the duty day, and once 
immediately after ending a duty day. On restart days, drivers took the PVT once within 2 hours 
of waking, once in the middle of the day, and once within 2 hours before going to bed. At the 
completion of each PVT bout, the smartphone prompted the driver to indicate whether there had 
been any distractions during performance testing.  

Drivers also used their issued smartphones for the following:  

• To provide scores for subjective sleepiness on the Karolinska Sleepiness Scale (KSS).(54)  

• To enter responses on other self-report assessments.  
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• To update sleep/wake logs. 

• To record times of caffeine intake.  

Each driver’s typical daily time commitment for the study was less than 30 minutes. Smartphone 
data were transmitted to a secure computer server via cellular network and reviewed daily by a 
research assistant.  

Drivers who participated in the study maintained daily contact with research assistants to review 
compliance with the smartphone assessments and to ask and/or answer any questions relating to 
distractions during PVT testing or other unusual events that might have impacted their schedules 
or data collection. At this time, research assistants also asked drivers to report any instances 
when they had removed the wrist activity monitor (e.g., to take a shower). Drivers were 
encouraged to contact a research assistant at any hour of the day if any questions or issues arose 
related to the study. 

At the end of the second duty cycle of the study—when study participation ended—each driver 
met with a research assistant again. During these meetings, research assistants completed the 
following:  

• Downloaded data from the wrist activity monitor and reviewed them with the driver.  

• Discussed and resolved any inconsistencies, mistakes, or missing entries in the 
sleep/wake and caffeine logs. 

• Discussed any apparent outliers in the PVT performance data and/or KSS subjective 
sleepiness scores.  

• Solicited feedback on the study and on any potentially relevant issues.  

Researchers also downloaded the drivers’ official (electronic) duty logs for the period of the 
study from their respective carriers’ duty log databases. Each driver received compensation for 
participating in the study.  

The compliance date for the new restart rule was July 1, 2013. The field study was completed in 
July 2013, and none of the drivers’ schedules was impacted by the new rule during the study. No 
crashes were reported by any of the drivers during their study participation. 

2.2 MEASUREMENTS 

From each driver’s duty log, researchers extracted on-duty status and driving status in 1-minute 
intervals. Researchers also assessed the beginning and end dates/times of the restart periods 
preceding each of the two recorded duty cycles.  

The wrist activity monitor worn by each driver recorded cumulative activity counts and average 
light exposure levels in 1-minute intervals. Research assistants marked periods of immobility as 
potential sleep periods and checked them against the driver’s smartphone-based sleep/wake log 
and against records of times when the driver had removed the wrist activity monitor. Periods of 
sleeping or napping were extracted with 1-minute resolution. 
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Researchers extracted the number of lapses of attention (i.e., reaction times greater than 355 
ms)(55) from every 3-minute PVT bout performed on the smartphone. In addition, researchers 
counted the number of false starts to verify compliance on the task, but this variable was not used 
for data analysis. PVT assessments for which the driver indicated potential confounds due to 
distractions were not included in the data set.  

All KSS subjective sleepiness scores entered by drivers on the smartphone after performing the 
PVT were recorded as values ranging from 1 (extremely alert) to 9 (extremely sleepy). KSS 
scores entered when the driver indicated being distracted were not included in the data set. 

The trucks used in the study were equipped with data acquisition systems, which made 
continuous, passive recordings of the following: distance traveled, speed, acceleration, lateral 
lane position relative to left and right lane markers, steering wheel angle, headway distance, fuel 
use, and a range of other truck-based parameters and driving metrics. The system collected data 
from the following:  

• The truck’s J1939 network through the controller area network (CAN) bus.  

• Sensors measuring steering wheel angle, lateral and longitudinal acceleration, and yaw 
rate.  

• A global positioning system (GPS) device.  

• A lane tracking system.  

The data acquisition system was imperceptible to drivers with the exception of the lane tracking 
system camera, which was mounted on the windshield facing forward in order to capture images 
of the road. The data acquisition system did not generate any feedback or alerts of any kind.  

During the study, speed was sampled at 10 Hz and lateral lane position at approximately 13 Hz. 
From these data, researchers extracted average and standard deviation of speed in 1-minute 
intervals. Researchers also extracted lane deviation, computed as the standard deviation of the 
distance of the center of the truck to the left lane marker averaged with the distance of the center 
of the truck to the right lane marker, in 1-minute intervals. If the sum of the distance to the left 
and right lane markers varied with a standard deviation of 10 cm or more in a given 1-minute 
interval, this indicated that the lane was broadening, narrowing, shifting, or curving, or that the 
driver was changing lanes. The interpretation of lane deviation as a driving performance measure 
under those circumstances is not clear, and therefore researchers discarded the lane deviation 
data for such 1-minute intervals. Furthermore, the lane tracking system provided a four-point 
measure reflecting degree of confidence in detecting the lane markers. Researchers discarded 
lane position data that did not have the highest degree of confidence, and they only kept 1-
minute intervals for which the number of discarded samples was less than 50 percent. Finally, 
researchers only retained 1-minute intervals in which the average speed was between 45 miles 
per hour (mph) and 65 mph and the standard deviation of speed was less than 1 mph.  

2.3 STATISTICAL ANALYSES 

Researchers distinguished two study conditions for this project:  
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• Restart break with only one nighttime period—when a driver’s restart break included 
only one complete period from 1 a.m. until 5 a.m. and the driver thus would not have 
been compliant with the new restart rule.  

• Restart break with more than one nighttime period—when a driver’s restart break 
included two or more complete periods from 1 a.m. until 5 a.m. and the driver thus would 
have been compliant with the new restart rule.  

The main objective of the statistical analyses was to examine whether there were differences in 
the observed levels of fatigue for duty cycles following a restart break with only one nighttime 
period (1 a.m. to 5 a.m.) versus duty cycles following a restart break with two or more nighttime 
periods. Note that each driver who participated in the study contributed data from two duty 
cycles, and since this was a naturalistic study, the number of complete nighttime periods in the 
restart break preceding each of their two duty cycles could be either the same or different. Thus, 
daytime and nighttime drivers were compared to themselves and each other in a mixed within- 
and between-subjects design focused on the number of nighttime periods in the restart break.  

If it were to be found that fatigue levels in duty cycles following a restart break with only one 
nighttime period were significantly greater than fatigue levels in duty cycles following a restart 
break with two or more nighttime periods, then that would provide evidence in support of the 
efficacy of the new rule, as this would imply that compliance with the new rule would be 
associated with less fatigue. If, on the other hand, it were to be found that fatigue levels in duty 
cycles following a restart break with two or more nighttime periods were significantly greater 
than fatigue levels in duty cycles following a restart break with only one nighttime period, then 
that would provide evidence against the efficacy of the new rule, as this would imply that 
compliance with the new rule would be associated with greater fatigue. In the instance of no 
significant differences in fatigue levels between the two conditions, the results of the study 
would be considered inconclusive. 

The within- and between-subjects nature of the study design made the data set well suited for 
analysis with statistically powerful mixed-effects regression-based techniques.(56) Nonetheless, a 
straightforward repeated-measures design could not be applied because of the variation among 
drivers in the duration of the duty cycles and restart breaks and in the timing of the PVT and 
KSS assessments. However, previous research focused on the restart break had revealed the 
importance of investigating systematic differences in 24-hour patterns.(57) Therefore, the primary 
statistical approach for the study involved mixed-effects analysis of variance (ANOVA) of 24-
hour patterns of outcome measures between subjects as well as within subjects between duty 
cycles. Note that all data recorded for each driver were expressed in the driver’s home terminal 
time. This technique made it possible for the researcher to statistically compare repeated-
measures data between duty cycles, both within and between drivers.   

To implement the primary statistical approach, researchers averaged the data for on-duty status 
and driving status, which were in the data set at 1-minute intervals, over 1-hour bins for each 
hour of the day across days in each duty cycle for each driver. Researchers followed the same 
approach with the lane deviation data, which were also in the data set at 1-minute intervals 
(except that researchers calculated the root mean square rather than the average over 1-hour bins; 
that is, lane variance rather than lane deviation was averaged, as is the statistically correct 
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procedure). The primary analysis of these processed data involved mixed-effects ANOVA with 
fixed effects of condition (only one nighttime period or two or more nighttime periods during the 
restart break), hour of the day (0–23), duty cycle (1 or 2), and their two- and three-way 
interactions; and a random effect on the intercept over the 106 subjects. For each driver and each 
duty cycle, the data in each 1-hour bin were weighted by the number of contributing 1-minute 
intervals. The effects and interactions of duty cycle were included in the analysis primarily to 
account for repeated measures within subjects and were of passing interest only. The key 
statistical outcomes of the analysis were the effects and interactions of condition and hour of the 
day.  

The same methodology was applied to the sleep/wake data collected by the wrist activity 
monitors used during the study. Because sleep/wake patterns were also recorded during the 
restart break preceding the second duty cycle, and those data were of interest in their own right, 
an additional mixed-effects ANOVA was performed for the restart break with fixed effects of 
condition, hour of the day, and their interaction. For each driver’s restart break, the 1-minute 
sleep/wake state data were first averaged over 1-hour bins for each hour of the day across restart 
days.  

The primary fatigue outcome variable, as designated in advance during the design phase of the 
study, was the number of lapses of attention on the PVT, a simple reaction time task with high 
stimulus density. The PVT is considered a gold standard assay of fatigue,(58,59) and validation 
studies of the 3-minute version of the PVT used in the current study have been published.(60,61) 
The number of lapses of attention on the PVT has been shown to be among the most sensitive 
outcome metrics with the most favorable statistical properties for measuring fatigue.(62,63) 

Given that the PVT measurements were performed less frequently than the other measurements 
discussed thus far, and at discrete time points rather than continuously, the data on lapses of 
attention were aggregated (but not averaged) in 4-hour bins spanning the 24 hours of the day, 
and collapsed (again, not averaged) across days in each duty cycle for each driver. Other than 
that, the same mixed-effects ANOVA was performed again (without any need for weighting the 
data). Additionally, since PVT measurements were also taken during the restart break preceding 
the second duty cycle, and those data were of interest in their own right, an additional mixed-
effects ANOVA was performed again for the restart break data.  

A secondary fatigue outcome variable—subjective sleepiness scores on the KSS—was analyzed 
the same way as lapses of attention on the PVT. 

Graphs of the data were generated to represent the distributions of averages over drivers and duty 
days (or restart days) as a function of time of day in each condition. These graphs were derived 
from the statistical analyses using the predicted population marginal means and their standard 
errors. 

2.4 DRIVERS 

Because the study was a naturalistic field study, participation in the study required only that 
drivers had a valid CMV driver’s license; were fit for duty by regulatory standards (e.g., had 
passed their most recent mandatory physical examination); were representative of drivers 
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affected by the maximum driving time requirements; and planned to take a restart break 
immediately before as well as during the study participation period. A total of 119 drivers signed 
up for the study. The study run of the first driver to sign up was designated as a practice run, and 
this driver’s data were never analyzed or included in the study data set. Four drivers could not 
participate or withdrew from the study for medical or personal reasons. For eight drivers, there 
were critical gaps in the data because of missing duty logs or critical failure of the wrist activity 
monitor or truck-based data acquisition system. Thus, the final sample included 106 drivers. 
Their demographic and study-related characteristics are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Demographic and study-related characteristics of the CMV drivers who participated in the 
naturalistic field study. 

Characteristic Description 
Age Ranging from 24 to 69 years (mean ± standard 

deviation: 45.4 ± 10.7 years) 
Sex 100 men, 6 women 
Experience as a CMV driver (self-reported) Ranging from less than 1 to 39 years (mean ± standard 

deviation: 12.4 ± 8.7 years) 
Experience as a CMV driver with current carrier 
(self-reported) 

Ranging from less than 1 to 25 years (mean ± standard 
deviation: 6.3 ± 6.4 years) 

Type of operation Employed with carrier: 103 drivers 
• Intermodal: 48 drivers 
• Dedicated: 32 drivers 
• Flatbed: 13 drivers 
• Temperature control: 7 drivers 
• Van truckload: 3 drivers 
Owner-operator contracting with carrier: 3 drivers 

Type of driving Local: 44 drivers 
Regional: 26 drivers 
Over-the-road: 36 drivers 

Truck used during study Freightliner Cascadia: 82 drivers 
• Day cab: 23 drivers 
• Single sleeper berth: 41 drivers 
• Double sleeper berth: 18 drivers 
International ProStar: 24 drivers 
• Day cab: 21 drivers 
• Single sleeper berth: 3 drivers 

Number of nighttime periods in restart break 
preceding first duty cycle 

Only one nighttime period: 25 drivers 
Two or more nighttime periods: 81 drivers 

Number of nighttime periods in restart break 
preceding second duty cycle 

Only one nighttime period: 46 drivers 
Two or more nighttime periods: 60 drivers 

Duration of restart break preceding first duty cycle 
(before study participation) 

2.4 ± 1.1 days (i.e., 57.8 ± 25.8 hours) 
(mean ± standard deviation) 

Duration of restart break preceding second duty cycle 2.0 ± 0.6 days (i.e., 47.7 ± 14.0 hours) 
(mean ± standard deviation) 

Duration of first duty cycle 5.1 ± 1.2 days (mean ± standard deviation) 
Duration of second duty cycle 4.8 ± 1.0 days (mean ± standard deviation) 
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Characteristic Description 
Total duration of participation 11.9 ± 1.5 days (mean ± standard deviation) 
Cumulative time on duty per duty cycle 54.9 ± 7.1 hours (mean ± standard deviation) 
Cumulative time driving per duty cycle 40.5 ± 8.7 hours (mean ± standard deviation) 

Each driver in the study sample contributed data from two duty cycles, and since this was a 
naturalistic study, the conditions associated with those two duty cycles could be the same or 
different. For the 106 drivers included in the study sample, the breakdown was as follows:  

• Group A: 20 drivers had a restart break with only one nighttime period preceding both 
duty cycles.  

• Group B: 5 drivers had a restart break with only one nighttime period preceding their 
first duty cycle and a restart break with two or more nighttime periods preceding their 
second duty cycle. 

• Group C: 26 drivers had a restart break with two or more nighttime periods preceding 
their first duty cycle and a restart break with only one nighttime period preceding their 
second duty cycle.  

• Group D: 55 drivers had a restart break with two or more nighttime periods preceding 
both duty cycles.  

Thus, 25 drivers had one nighttime period in the restart break preceding their first duty cycle 
(Groups A and B), and 46 drivers had one nighttime period in the restart break preceding their 
second duty cycle (Groups A and C). In total, 51 drivers (48.1 percent of the sample) had a 
restart break with only one nighttime period preceding at least one of their duty cycles.  

In the cases when the restart break had two or more nighttime periods, the number of nighttime 
periods was 2.3 ± 0.4 (mean ± standard deviation) both when the restart break preceded the first 
duty cycle or when it preceded the second duty cycle. 

The total data set comprised 1,260 duty days. A grand total of 414,937 miles of driving were 
recorded by the truck-based data acquisition systems. After data reduction, this yielded a total of 
235,575 usable 1-minute records of lane deviation. For 1 driver, the lane tracking system failed, 
so for statistical analysis of lane deviation, the effective sample size was 105 drivers. Between 
the beginning of their first duty cycle and the end of their second duty cycle, the 106 drivers 
performed 29.9 ± 6.2 PVT bouts (mean ± standard deviation). The total data set included 3,169 
PVT data records.  
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3. RESULTS 

3.1 DUTY, DRIVING, AND SLEEP 

Each driver contributed data from two duty cycles, and since this was a naturalistic study, the 
number of complete nighttime periods in the restart preceding each of their two duty cycles 
could be either the same or different. Therefore, statistical analyses focused on differences in 24-
hour patterns, both within and between subjects, for the condition of only one nighttime period in 
the restart break preceding a duty cycle versus the condition of two or more nighttime periods in 
the restart break preceding a duty cycle. The key statistical outcomes of these analyses were the 
effects and interactions of condition (only one nighttime period or two or more nighttime periods 
during the preceding restart break) and hour of the day.  

Drivers were on duty 11.2 ± 0.3 hours per 24 hours during duty cycles following a restart break 
with only one nighttime period, and 11.1 ± 0.2 hours per 24 hours during duty cycles following a 
restart break with two or more nighttime periods (grand mean ± standard error). There was a 
significant main effect of hour of the day (F23,4887 = 5.78, p < 0.001), and a significant interaction 
of condition by hour of the day (F23,4887 = 10.66, p < 0.001). Figure 5 shows the distribution of 
on-duty status, as recorded in the duty logs, as a percentage of total driver hours in the data set 
for every hour of the day, in each of the two conditions.  
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Figure 5. Graph. Distribution of drivers logged as on duty, as a percentage of total driver hours 
for each hour of the day, during duty cycles. Error bars indicate ± 1 standard error of the mean.  
As an example to help interpret this graph, the grey curve pertains to the condition when the restart 
break preceding the duty cycle had only one nighttime period. In the graph, the first shown value of the 
curve for that condition, in the midnight–1 a.m. bin, is 53.4 percent. This percentage means that on any 
duty day in any duty cycle preceded by a restart break with only one nighttime period, the chance of 
finding any of the 106 drivers in the study “on duty” for any given minute between midnight and 1 a.m. 
was 53.4 percent. In other words, the propensity to be “on duty” between midnight and 1 a.m. in that 
condition was 53.4 percent (and the propensity to be “off duty” between midnight and 1 a.m. in that 
condition was the remaining 46.6 percent). 
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Drivers were driving 8.5 ± 0.2 hours per 24 hours during duty cycles following a restart break 
with only one nighttime period, and 7.9 ± 0.2 hours per 24 hours during duty cycles following a 
restart break with two or more nighttime periods (grand mean ± standard error). There was a 
significant main effect of condition (F1,4887 = 4.09, p = 0.044), a significant main effect of hour 
of the day (F23,4887 = 5.06, p < 0.001), and a significant interaction of condition by hour of the 
day (F23,4887 = 12.55, p < 0.001). Figure 6 shows the distribution of time logged as driving, as a 
percentage of total driver hours in the data set for every hour of the day, in each of the two 
conditions.  
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Figure 6. Graph. Distribution of drivers logged as driving, as a percentage of total driver hours 
for each hour of the day, during duty cycles. Error bars indicate ± 1 standard error of the mean. 

These results show that time spent on duty and time spent driving were distributed more or less 
evenly across the hours of the day during duty cycles preceded by a restart break with two or 
more nighttime periods, whereas they were distinctly more oriented towards the night in duty 
cycles preceded by a restart break with only one nighttime period. In other words, a driver was 
likely to be driving primarily at night during a duty cycle following a restart break with only one 
nighttime period. 

Throughout the study, researchers monitored drivers’ sleep via wrist activity monitors. During 
duty cycles, drivers were sleeping 6.0 ± 0.2 hours per 24 hours following a restart break with 
only one nighttime period, and 6.2 ± 0.1 hours per 24 hours following a restart break with two or 
more nighttime periods (grand mean ± standard error). There was a significant main effect of 
hour of the day (F23,4887 = 6.51, p < 0.001), and a significant interaction of condition by hour of 
the day (F23,4887 = 11.09, p < 0.001). Figure 7 shows the distribution of sleep during duty cycles, 
as a percentage of total driver hours in the data set for every hour of the day, in each of the two 
conditions. 
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Figure 7. Graph. Distribution of drivers sleeping, as a percentage of total driver hours for each 
hour of the day, during duty cycles. Error bars indicate ± 1 standard error of the mean. 

During the restart break between the two duty cycles of the study, drivers were sleeping 8.8 ± 0.3 
hours per 24 hours when the restart break contained only one nighttime period and 8.9 ± 0.2 
hours per 24 hours when the restart break contained two or more nighttime periods (grand mean 
± standard error). There was a significant main effect of hour of the day (F23,2392 = 45.51, p < 
0.001), and a significant interaction of condition by hour of the day (F23,2392 = 2.45, p < 0.001). 
Figure 8 shows the distribution of sleep during the restart break, as a percentage of total driver 
hours in the data set for every hour of the day, in each of the two conditions.  
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Figure 8. Graph. Distribution of drivers sleeping, as a percentage of total driver hours for each 
hour of the day, during the restart break. Error bars indicate ± 1 standard error of the mean. 

These results show that sleep occurred primarily during the night during duty cycles preceded by 
a restart break with two or more nighttime periods, whereas it occurred primarily during the day 
during duty cycles preceded by a restart break with only one nighttime period (see Figure 7). 
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However, the 24-hour patterns of sleep in the two conditions were not simply the reverse of the 
24-hour patterns of duty and driving (refer to Figure 5 and Figure 6). In both conditions, the 
propensity for sleep during duty cycles was relatively increased during the night and reduced 
during the early evening hours.  

The 24-hour patterns of sleep during the restart break (see Figure 8) were considerably different 
than those observed during the two duty cycles (shown in Figure 7). Notwithstanding relatively 
small differences between restart breaks with one nighttime period as compared to restart breaks 
with two or more nighttime periods, sleep occurred predominantly at night, and almost no sleep 
was obtained in the early evening hours, in both study conditions. 

3.2 FATIGUE OUTCOMES 

The primary fatigue outcome for the study was the number of lapses of attention on the 3-minute 
PVT. The number of lapses of attention on the PVT has been shown to be among the most 
sensitive outcome metrics with the most favorable statistical properties for measuring 
fatigue.(64,65)  

During duty cycles, overall drivers exhibited 2.0 ± 0.3 lapses of attention per test bout following 
a restart break with only one nighttime period, and 1.7 ± 0.3 lapses of attention per test bout 
following a restart break with two or more nighttime periods (grand mean ± standard error). 
There was a significant main effect of condition (F1,2526 = 5.93, p = 0.015), and a significant 
main effect of time of day (F5,2526 = 2.99, p = 0.011). Figure 9 shows the distribution of lapses of 
attention during duty cycles, over consecutive 4-hour periods of the day, in the two conditions. 
As shown in this figure, the difference between the two conditions was greatest at night (up to 
0.8 lapses of attention per 3-minute test bout, or 51.5 percent). The magnitude of this difference 
is comparable to the daily increase in lapses of attention on the 3-minute PVT that has been 
observed in a study involving sleep restriction to 4 hours per day.(66) 
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Figure 9. Graph. Mean lapses of attention on a 3-minute PVT, by 4-hour period of the day, 
during duty cycles. Error bars indicate ± 1 standard error of the mean. 
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During the restart break between the two duty cycles of the study, drivers exhibited 2.7 ± 0.5 
lapses of attention per test bout when the restart break contained only one nighttime period, and 
1.5 ± 0.4 lapses of attention per test bout when the restart break contained two or more nighttime 
periods (grand mean ± standard error). There was a significant main effect of time of day (F5,400 
= 2.75, p = 0.019); the main effect of condition just failed to reach significance (F1,400 = 3.78, p = 
0.053). Figure 10 shows the distribution of lapses of attention on the PVT during the restart 
break, over consecutive 4-hour periods of the day, in the two conditions. 
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Figure 10. Graph. Mean lapses of attention on a 3-minute PVT, by 4-hour period of the day, 
during the restart break. Error bars indicate ± 1 standard error of the mean. 

These results indicate that drivers showed greater fatigue, as measured objectively with the PVT, 
during duty cycles preceded by a restart break with only one nighttime period as compared to 
duty cycles preceded by a restart break with two or more nighttime periods. The effect was 
particularly pronounced during the night (i.e., when most of the driving occurred for the drivers 
whose restart break contained only one nighttime period). Drivers also showed greater fatigue on 
the PVT during the restart break itself if it contained only one nighttime period.  

As a secondary fatigue outcome, driving performance was measured in terms of lane deviation 
during the two duty cycles of the study. Overall, lane deviation was 18.8 ± 0.4 cm during duty 
cycles following a restart break with only one nighttime period, and 18.7 ± 0.4 cm during duty 
cycles following a restart break with two or more nighttime periods (grand mean ± standard 
error). There was a significant main effect of time of day (F1,2706 = 11.05, p < 0.001), and a 
significant interaction of condition by time of day (F23,2706 = 2.17, p = 0.001). Post-hoc contrasts 
between conditions by hour of the day revealed that lane deviation was greater in the 4 a.m.–5 
a.m., 8 a.m.–9 a.m., and 3 p.m.–4 p.m. bins, but it was smaller in the 7 p.m.–8 p.m. bin after a 
restart break with only one nighttime period. Lane deviation was at most 1.2 cm (or 7 percent) 
greater and no more than 1.1 cm (or 6 percent) smaller during duty cycles following a restart 
break with only one nighttime period as compared to a restart break with two or more nighttime 
periods. Figure 11 shows the distribution of lane deviation, over the hours of the day, in the two 
conditions.  
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Figure 11. Graph. Mean lane deviation, by hour of the day, during duty cycles. Error bars 
indicate ± 1 standard error of the mean. 

These results indicate that the number of nighttime periods in the restart break had a moderate 
effect on lane deviation during the subsequent duty cycle, for which the pattern was consistent 
with the effect seen on lapses of attention on the PVT (refer to Figure 9). However, whether the 
effect on lane deviation has any real-world impact remains to be determined. 

Subjective sleepiness was measured with the KSS, on which drivers rated themselves from 1 
(extremely alert) to 9 (extremely sleepy). During duty cycles, drivers rated their sleepiness as 3.3 
± 0.1 following a restart break with only one nighttime period and as 3.1 ± 0.1 following a restart 
break with two or more nighttime periods (grand mean ± standard error). There was a significant 
main effect of condition (F1,2489 = 4.63, p = 0.032), a significant main effect of time of day 
(F5,2489 = 15.94, p < 0.001), and a significant interaction of condition by time of day (F5,2489 = 
21.18, p < 0.001). Figure 12 shows the distribution of KSS scores during duty cycles, over 
consecutive 4-hour periods of the day, in the two conditions. 
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Figure 12. Graph. Mean subjective sleepiness on the KSS, by 4-hour period of the day, during 
duty cycles. Error bars indicate ± 1 standard error of the mean. 

During the restart break between the two duty cycles of the study, drivers rated their sleepiness 
as 3.7 ± 0.2 when the restart break contained only one nighttime period, and 3.1 ± 0.2 when the 
restart break contained two or more nighttime periods (grand mean ± standard error). There was 
a significant main effect of condition (F1,394 = 6.90, p = 0.009), a significant main effect of time 
of day (F5,394 = 6.40, p < 0.001), and a significant interaction of condition by time of day (F5,394 = 
3.62, p = 0.003). Figure 13 shows the distribution of KSS scores, over consecutive 4-hour 
periods of the day, in the two conditions. 
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Figure 13. Graph. Mean subjective sleepiness on the KSS, by 4-hour period of the day, during the 
restart break. Error bars indicate ± 1 standard error of the mean. 

These results indicate that drivers showed greater subjective sleepiness during duty cycles 
preceded by a restart break with only one nighttime period as compared to duty cycles preceded 
by a restart break with two or more nighttime periods. The increased sleepiness during duty 
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cycles preceded by a restart break with only one nighttime period was most pronounced towards 
the late morning hours, that is, toward the end of most drivers’ driving periods in that condition. 
During the restart break itself, the 24-hour pattern of sleepiness was similar but overall higher 
and shifted in time (delayed by about one 4-hour bin) when the break contained only one 
nighttime period as compared to when it contained two or more nighttime periods. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

4.1 NATURALISTIC FIELD STUDY 

FMCSA sponsored a naturalistic field study that was conducted between January and July 2013 
to examine the efficacy of the new restart provision under the updated Hours of Service of 
Drivers Final Rule. Under the new rule (published on December 27, 2011, with a compliance 
date of July 1, 2013), if CMV drivers choose to use a provision allowing “restart” of the 60- or 
70-hour duty-cycle limit, they are required to include at least two nighttime periods (from 1 a.m. 
until 5 a.m.) in their restart breaks in order to have sufficient opportunity for sleep recuperation. 
This means that drivers who end their duty cycle between 1 a.m. and 7 p.m. must extend their 
34-hour  restart break by 1 or more hours to be compliant with the new rule.  

In the field study conducted as part of this project, researchers measured sleep and fatigue 
through two consecutive duty cycles and the intervening restart break in a sample of CMV 
drivers. Participating drivers had a valid CMV driver’s license, were fit for duty by regulatory 
standards, were actively employed with a carrier or as an independent contractor, and were 
representative of drivers affected by the maximum driving time requirements. During the study, 
drivers managed their duty and driving schedules and performed their tasks as they would 
normally have done; there was no experimental intervention to change their schedules or their 
behavior. The study was completed in July 2013, and none of the drivers’ schedules was 
impacted by the new restart provision for HOS during the study. 

In each of the two duty cycles measured during the study, a driver could be in one of two 
conditions relevant to the new restart rule:  

• The driver’s restart break preceding the duty cycle contained only one nighttime period, 
and thus the driver would not have been compliant with the new restart rule.  

• The driver’s restart break preceding the duty cycle contained two or more nighttime 
periods, and thus the driver would have been compliant with the new rule.  

The study compared 24-hour patterns of duty, driving, sleep, and fatigue between these two 
conditions. 

Researchers collected data for 106 CMV drivers, over a total of 30,241 hours, yielding 1,814,460 
one-minute data points used for analysis. Of the total sample of drivers, 48.1 percent had a restart 
break with only one nighttime period preceding at least one of their duty cycles. During the 
study, a total of 3,169 assessments of reaction time performance and subjective sleepiness were 
made, and multiple driving measures were recorded across a total of 8,049 hours and 414,937 
miles of driving. For comparison, the Federal Highway Administration’s “Driver Fatigue and 
Alertness Study” involved 80 CMV drivers and a total of about 4,000 hours of driving; VTTI’s 
“Naturalistic Truck Driving Study” yielded data on 97 CMV drivers and a total of approximately 
735,000 miles of driving. By these standards, the field study described in the current report is 
among the largest of its kind.  
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A peer review team consisting of independent experts in the subject area reviewed the scientific 
aspects of the study.  

4.2 NEW RESTART RULE AND SLEEP 

As shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6, analysis of the drivers’ electronic duty logs revealed that 
their time spent on duty and driving was distributed more or less evenly across the hours of the 
day when the preceding restart break contained two or more nighttime periods, whereas it was 
distinctly more oriented toward the night when the preceding restart break contained only one 
nighttime period. In other words, following a restart break with only one nighttime period, a 
driver was likely to be driving primarily at night.  

Consistent with results from an earlier naturalistic driving study,(67) drivers obtained between 6.0 
and 6.2 hours of sleep (on average) per 24 hours during duty cycles (as measured with 
continuous wrist activity monitoring). As shown in Figure 7, sleeping occurred primarily during 
the day during duty cycles preceded by a restart break with only one nighttime period (i.e., 
during duty cycles when drivers were likely to be driving at night). Nonetheless, the 24-hour 
patterns of sleeping were not the reverse of the 24-hour patterns of duty and driving, regardless 
of whether the preceding restart break contained one or more nighttime periods. In both 
conditions, the propensity for sleep was relatively increased during the night and reduced during 
the early evening hours.  

This was expected based on the neurobiology of sleep regulation(68) which, as illustrated in 
Figure 14, produces a “gate for sleep” during the night (and, to a lesser extent, during the mid-
afternoon) and a “forbidden zone for sleep” or “wake maintenance zone” during the early 
evening.(69,70) As such, given the schedule constraints on sleeping during duty cycles, drivers 
obtained an average of only 6.0 hours of sleep per 24 hours when the preceding restart break 
contained only one nighttime period, and only 6.2 hours of sleep per 24 hours when the 
preceding restart break contained two or more nighttime periods. 
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Figure 14. Graph. A 24-hour profile of the propensity to sleep from a published study that 
allowed subjects to sleep at any time of the day. Upwards in the graph corresponds to greater 
sleep propensity. Figure adapted from Van Dongen et al.(71) 

Drivers’ 24-hour profiles of sleep, shown in Figure 8, were substantially different during restart 
breaks as compared to during duty cycles (refer to Figure 7). During restart breaks, drivers 
obtained an average of 8.8 hours of sleep per 24 hours when the break contained only one 
nighttime period, and 8.9 hours of sleep per 24 hours when the break contained two or more 
nighttime periods. In both conditions, drivers predominantly slept at night, and almost no sleep 
was obtained during the early-evening “wake maintenance zone” during the restart break. This 
finding – which in the absence of duty schedule constraints was again to be expected based on 
the neurobiology of sleep regulation (see Figure 14) – appears to refute anecdotal claims that 
nighttime drivers would generally maintain a schedule with nighttime wakefulness and daytime 
sleep during their restart breaks. In contrast, it confirms the validity of the assumption in the 
earlier laboratory studies of the restart break that nighttime drivers tend to transition back to a 
daytime waking and nighttime sleeping schedule during their restart break. 

This naturalistic study did not include any experimental intervention to demonstrate that 
extending the duration of the restart break for drivers whose break contained only one nighttime 
period would compel them to have sleep/wake patterns more similar to those of drivers whose 
break contained two or more nighttime periods. However, as shown in Figure 8, drivers 
gravitated toward the same nighttime-oriented pattern of sleep during their restart breaks whether 
their restart break contained one or more nighttime periods. Thus, it is plausible that in the 
condition of the restart break containing only one nighttime period, extending the break to 
include two nighttime periods would substantively increase drivers’ opportunity to obtain 
recuperative sleep before beginning a new duty cycle. This suggests that the new rule increases 
the recuperative sleep potential during restart breaks, thereby helping to mitigate driver fatigue. 

4.3 NEW RESTART RULE AND FATIGUE 

The primary objective measure of fatigue, as designated in advance of the study, was the number 
of lapses of attention on a 3-minute PVT administered via a smartphone. The PVT, which was 
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performed three times per day, is a well-validated and widely-used standard measure of 
fatigue.(72,73,74) As shown in Figure 9, the number of lapses of attention (defined as reaction times 
greater than 355 ms)(75) on the PVT was significantly greater during duty cycles when the 
preceding restart break contained only one nighttime period than when it contained more than 
one nighttime period.  

The overall difference in the frequency of lapses of attention during duty cycles between these 
two conditions was 0.4 lapses of attention per 3-minute test bout; at night the difference went up 
to 0.8 lapses per 3-minute test bout (see Figure 9). For comparison, sleep restriction to 4 hours of 
time in bed per day has been found to result in an average daily increase of about one lapse of 
attention on the 3-minute PVT.(76) Such an increase in the frequency of attentional lapses has 
implications for real-world driving performance, road safety threat detection, evasive 
maneuvering and braking response speed, and crash risk.(77) 

To better understand the difference in PVT outcomes between the two conditions, consider the 
following: drivers with a restart containing only one nighttime period averaged nearly one 
additional lapse of attention in 3 minutes. These lapses of attention are reaction times of 355 ms 
or longer. At 60 mph, a truck would travel 30 feet or more during one of these lapses of 
attention. Research has shown that as a driver experiences more lapses of attention, the average 
duration of those lapses becomes longer.(78) Thus, the average distance traveled during one of 
these lapses of attention increases. Lapses of attention are periods when a CMV driver may be 
missing information (such as a road sign, a traffic signal, or a vehicle that is overtaking the 
driver) or experiences decreased ability to maintain a stable lane position. Crashes occur when 
hazardous circumstances align and the driver is not paying attention and cannot take the correct 
mitigating action. Thus, an increase in lapses of attention increases crash risk. 

During the restart break, overall there were 1.3 more lapses of attention per 3-minute test bout 
when the break contained only one nighttime period versus two or more nighttime periods, as 
shown in Figure 10. The greatest difference between conditions was seen in the late morning, 
when a restart break with only one nighttime period was associated with 1.8 more lapses of 
attention than a restart break with two or more nighttime periods. This elevated fatigue during 
the restart break  contributes to the evidence that drivers were unable to recuperate sufficiently 
during restart breaks that contained only one nighttime period.  

These results are in line with the earlier laboratory studies of the 34-hour restart break.(79,80) 
Those studies demonstrated that nighttime duty schedules (i.e., schedules most likely to be 
associated with only one nighttime period in the restart break) are associated with reduced sleep 
and increased fatigue, which can be mitigated by extending the restart break to include a second 
biological night.(81,82,83) The results of the current field study thus support the conclusion that a 
restart break with two biological nights, relative to a restart break with only one biological night, 
improves the efficacy of the restart break for nighttime driving operations, yielding a greater 
potential for recovery from fatigue before recycling back to the work force. In other words, these 
results indicate that having at least two nighttime periods from 1 a.m. until 5 a.m. in the restart 
break helps to mitigate fatigue, providing evidence in support of the efficacy of the new restart 
rule.  
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While drivers were on the road, truck-based data acquisition systems tracked lateral lane position 
and a range of other vehicle parameters continuously. Lateral lane position was analyzed in 
terms of lane deviation (i.e., standard deviation of lane position) in 1-minute intervals. Only data 
captured with the highest degree of confidence in the detection of the lane markers, on straight 
roads with constant lane width, when the driver was not changing lanes, and when the driving 
speed was near-constant and between 45 mph and 65 mph, were used for statistical analysis. This 
reduced the lane deviation data to a set comparable to that analyzed in the earlier laboratory 
studies of the restart break,(84,85) where lane deviation was found to be sensitive to fatigue for 
personal automobiles.   

As displayed in Figure 11, in the current field study, researchers observed significant effects of 
the number of nighttime periods in the restart break for lane deviation. These effects were similar 
(across the 24 hours of the day) to those observed for the PVT (refer to Figure 9), but they were 
moderate in magnitude. However, that does not mean that the lane deviation effects, or the PVT 
effects for that matter, have little practical relevance for driving performance. A recent driving 
simulator study of CMV drivers revealed that drowsiness degrades the ability of the drivers to 
keep their lane position and steering control.(86) The study indicated that crashes involving a 
drowsy driver are preceded by large-amplitude steering angle corrections and sporadic short 
intervals with no significant changes in steering angle. These phenomena may be related to 
lapses of attention such as those observed on the PVT. Even so, given the inertia of a heavy 
truck, lane excursions should perhaps be compared between conditions on the basis of a metric 
other than lane deviation over 1-minute intervals (as was done in the present study). This will be 
explored in follow-up research. 

Figure 12 and Figure 13 show that the study results for subjective sleepiness scores on the KSS 
were similar to the study results for lapses of attention on the PVT, in that subjective sleepiness 
was higher overall when the restart break contained only one nighttime period than when it 
contained two or more nighttime periods (refer to Figure 9 and Figure 10). When drivers had 
only one nighttime period in the restart break, they reported greater subjective sleepiness both 
during duty cycles and during the restart break. During duty cycles, the increased sleepiness was 
most pronounced during the late morning hours (toward the end of the driving period for most 
drivers whose restart break contained only one nighttime period). Such a pattern is consistent 
with that observed in the earlier laboratory studies of the restart break.(87,88,89) Taken together, 
these findings suggest that the new rule requiring drivers to have at least two nighttime periods in 
their restart break helps to reduce driver sleepiness in the field.  

In conclusion, the results of this naturalistic field study indicate that having at least two nighttime 
periods from 1 a.m. until 5 a.m. in the restart break mitigates fatigue, as measured both 
objectively and subjectively, by virtue of increasing the total amount of sleep obtained during 
that restart break. The results are in line with the earlier laboratory studies of the restart break 
and constitute further evidence in support of the efficacy of the new restart rule.  
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